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1. Historical review

The concept of credibility is used by actuaries to estimate expected values (net
premiums) from statistical data. The first papers on the subject were written by
Whitney [8] and Perryman [7]. In the 1950's Arthur Bailey [1] in two special
parametric cases gave a mathematical model from which the credibility pro-
cedures could be justified. Only in the last few years a nonparametric credibility
theory was developed [3] which is now being further refined [4], [5]. The tech-
nique derived from the theory is becoming a major actuarial tool in non-life
insurance.

As will be apparent from the formulation below, the method of estimation
which actuaries mean when referring to credibility procedures is of quite general
interest and can easily be transcribed to other fields of application where it may
be used for forecasting. For reasons of intuitive appeal I shall, however, restrict
the terminology to the actuarial application. The presentation here given follows
in many respects that in [4] (in German).

2. The problem

For i = 1, , n; j = 1, , N, we consider random variables Xi j, non-
negative real numbers Pi,j, and maps pi,j from R' to R', where we think of j
as indicating the risk (or risk group) within the collective of risks and i as indi-
cating the period (say year) over which these risks (risk groups) can be observed.
The above introduced abstract concepts have the following intuitive meaning:

Xi j is the observable risk performance (year i, risk j),

Pi j is the measure of exposure (year i, risk j), and

Pi j is the map assigning the risk performance Xi,j to the doubly stochastic
sequence of individual claims (year i, risk j). (We call Pi,j the insurance
conditions.)

Finally we introduce a parameter 9i j taking values in an abstract 0, i = 1, n;
j = 1, , N, and we think of it as characterizing the "quality" of the risk j in
the year i. Using all symbols just introduced we write
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(2.1) F,(xlP, p) = P[Xi,j _ xi,j = X, j = P. Pij = PI
for the probability distribution function of Xij given 9, P, p.
We now introduce the year i = 0. It is the one (just beginning now) for which

a forecast (rating) has to be made. Actuaries would call it the rating year (rating
period). On the other hand the positive values of the index i are thought of as
referring to the past years (observation period) in the "reversed natural time
order." We also reserve the index k for the one risk which we want to rate.

Mathematically we are faced with the following estimation problem: estimate
PP(O9,k, Po,kk, Po,k) = E[XO, k9O, k, PO,k Po,k], where Po,k and Po,k (exposure and
insurance conditions) are supposed to be known and '90,k (quality) is unknown.
The data available for this estimation are:

the observations on . = {(Xi j, i = 1, , n;j = 1, N),
the past exposures = {(Pi j, i = 1 , n;j = *,)
and the past insurance conditionsS = {(pi j,i = 1, * n;j = 1, , N)}

Observe that we are treating here only the case of estimating the mean. In [5]
this method is extenided to estimating P(19o,k, PO,k, Po,k) + pa2(,90k, PO,k' Po,k)
and in principle one might try to estimate any functional of F,O k(xIPO,k- PO,k)
by a method similar to the one described here.

3. Assumptions

The following properties are assumed to hold throughout this paper.
(i) Independence of risk performances. Given the values of the parameter

9i,j the risk performances Xi,j shall be independent for all i and j.
(ii) Homogeneity in time. The quality of each risk shall not vary in time, that

is, 9i j = 9j independent of i for all j = 1, , N.
(iii) Independence of parameter values. The parameters 9 j = 1, * *, N,

are independent random variables all obeying the same distribution v with
v(M) = P[9j E M] for all measurable subsets of M c 0.

(iv) Existence of as-if-statistics per risk. This means that it shall be possible
to reconstruct "artificial statistics" as if the insurance conditions of each risk
had always been the same, that is, Pi j = pj independent of i for allj = 1, *, N
and in particular Po, k = Pk for the risk to be rated.
The reader is referred to [4] for a discussion of these assumptions from an

actuarial viewpoint. In particular the distribution v is thought of as an idealized
version of frequencies of risk qualities in the collective of risks from which the
portfolio containing the risks j, where j = 1, N, has been drawn. We there-
fore call v(M) the structural distribution of the collective. Classical actuarial
estimating methods implicitly or explicitly always assume this structural dis-
tribution to degenerate, which then leads to the fiction of a "homogeneous
collective."
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4. Equilibrium

Denote by X an element of ', P an element of Y, and R an element of R and
let P = (P, Po,k) and R = (Pl, * * , PN). We then write Pk(X; P; R) for the esti-
mate of II(19k, PO,k, Pk) = Ik and call ilk the correct premium and Pk the rating.
For our further investigations it is then important to distinguish the two cases
and whether the structural distribution is known or unknown.

4.1. Structural distribution known. Given the structural distribution, we call
a rating Pk in equilibrium over a (measurable) set S c x ON if

(4.1) f Pk(X; P: R) dP = X k('k. Po,k. Pk) dP

where, with the usual abuse of notation,

(4.2) dP = i fldFj [i, jlPi,j, pj1)dv(9j)
From this form of the probability P it follows in particular, that('91, X1),
(92, X2), ... (19N, XN) are independent random variables.

Observe that we write here Xk for (Xlk, X2,. *, XXn,k). Later on we shall
also write Pk for (PO, k, P1,k, . * XP., k) -

We now ask that the rating Ak be in equilibrium for all cylinders S c d x ON
with basis in X. This means intuitively that the difference between correct
premium and rating should average out to zero over any part of the collective
which is characterized by experience alone. If we require this, we know from
the Radon-Nikodym theorem that we must have

(4.3) Pk(X; P; -R) = Ebt(9k, PO,k, Pk)|Xixi , XN]

and by the independence of {(k, Xk), k = 1, , N} we have

(4.4) i(X; P; R) = E[u(9k, PO,k, Pk)lXk]-
To express that the right side only depends on the observations made on the
risk k alone, we write for the rating Pk

(4.5) Pk(Xk; Pk. Pk) = E[y(19, PO,k Pk) Xkl
where we further drop the index k from 9k to express that the structural distri-
bution v is the same for all 9j, j = 1, N. Observe that the rating formula
(4.5) could also be derived from the postulate

(4.6) f ON [Pk (X; P; R) - u(9k. PO,k, Pk)]2 dP = minimum,

but we prefer the equilibrium argument which corresponds to the requirements
for a rating in practical applications.

4.2. Structural distribution unknown. Under 4.1 we have derived the rating fk
and we have found that it is a function depending on the arguments (Xk; Pk: Pk).
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The form of this function is however undetermined if the structural distribution is
not given. In this case we follow the basic idea of Robbins [6] and use the full
information (X. P, R) to estimate the form of the rating function. Instead of
discussing this in full generality we will show how to proceed in the case of the
"credibility rating"' which we now want to present.

5. Credibility rating, generalities

In many actuarial applications it can at best be hoped that first and second
moments relating to the structural distribution are known. We therefore want
to develop suitable approximations to the rating Pk, which itself can only be com-
puted if the whole structural distribution is given. The easiest way to get such
approximations is by restricting admissible predictors of the correct premium to
the linear form. Following standard actuarial terminology we speak then of
"credibility. '
A credibility rating 14 is defined as

(5.1) *k(X F ) = i jXi j + 13k
i, i

where ai,j and fIk are constants, and we say that y* approximates Pk best if

(5.2) E[14(X P: P)- /4(Xk: Pk: Pk)]2
is smallest among all credibility ratings p1. The expected value operation over
X ON is denoted by E[-] as in Section 4. Since

(5.3) E[14(X; P; R) - (9k. PO, k, Pk)112 = E[14(X; F; R) Pk(Xk: P, Pk)2
+ E[Pk(Xk:Pk Pk) - (9k.Po,k Pk)]2,

the best credibility rating can also be derived from having

(5.4) E[14(X; P; R) - P(Ok, PO,k Pk)]2
smallest among all 1k.

In order to render our computations easier we are in the following also
assuming some special properties of the distributions relating to Xi j, i =
1, n;j = 1, *.. , N. (a) E[Xi,jl9i,j = 9, Pi,j = P, Pi,j = P] = p(19, p) in-
dependent of P and (b) Var [Xi,jl9i,j = 9. Pi,j = P, pi,j = P] = a2(&, p)/P
These assumptions (expressing intuitively that Xi j is some "kind of an average")
are discussed in [2]. Finally we introduce the observations E[p(9. pj)] = mj,
Var [,u(9. pj)] = wj, and E[U2(19. pj)] = Vj.

6. Credibility rating if mj, vj, wj are given
Since

(6.1) E[14(X: F; R) - O(9k. Pk)]
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EF i,kXi,k + Pk + EZ i jE(Xi j)
i i,j'tk

12
+ E -tjjXij E(Xi,j)] - 4(k, Pk)]

i, j# k

- EF E ai j[Xi j - E(Xi,j)]1 + EF aikXi,k + Pk-(9k' Pk)l
Li,j*k J '

where for brevity flk = f3k + Zi,j+k ai,jE(Xi,j), the optimal p* can be searched
for among those linear estimators for which ai j = 0 forjj k. Hence we have

(6.2) E[Z 'i,kXi,k + Pk PA(9k Pk)] = E[ ai,k[XL,k -('k, Pk)]]

+ E[(Zii,k - 1)k (9k Pk) + Ik]

- Z ai,k Vk-+( i k - i)2 Wk.-

i~~~~i k i

Put 13k = (1 -i ai~k)mk, which minimizes the second term on the right of
(6.2). The minimum is achieved for

(6.3) a = Pi,kk'k

Vk+ZjVPk,kw2

Hence we have for the credibility rating

t Ei PiskX1isk + Pi, k

(6.4) ii Pi,k Vk + Pi,kwk Vk + ZiPi,kuk

Observe that we have obtained a weighted average between the individual average
experience and the theoretical mean over the whole collective. It is customary to
call the weight attached to the individual average experience the credibilityfactor
which thus turns out to be Si Pi,kWkl(Vk + Ii PikWk )-

7. Credibility rating if mj, vj, wj are not given

As indicated in Section 4 we will now use all the observations (including those
on the "other risks" j #6 k) to estimate these quantities. Of course if such a
procedure should be meaningful the risks must be "comparable" in some sense.
This means that we must have some knowledge about the functional relationship
between the mj, j = 1, - * -, N (and similarly for the vj and the wj). The present-
ation of the basic ideas becomes clearest if we assume that mj = m, vj = v and
Wj = w for all j. (This is equivalent to the postulate of equal insurance con-
ditions pj = p for all risks in all years under consideration.) We then try to find
an estimate by again starting with a linear credibility rating

(7.1) Hk= E ai,jXi,j
i,j
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and we postulate

(7.2) E[Y-i, jXi, /-('9k, P)

minimum under all credibility ratings of the form (7.1).
As it is by no means clear that the minimum solution of (7.2) is in equilibrium

over ( x ON, the whole collective, (contrary to the case treated in Section 6
where this is automatically the case) we require this equilibrium property in
addition to (7.2)

(7.3) E [ ai, jXi, j = m

which is equivalent to Yi,j ci,j = 1. Then formulate the Lagrangian

(7.4) 0(at,'l, I* , n,l, al,2, * * , an,2, * * , OC1,N) , Lxn,N, a)

= E[ZY -'jXi- ('k, P)J -2a E ai, jE[xi i
i, j i,

from which the system of equations is obtained

(7.5) , = 2E [{ ai,jXi,j l(9k, P)}Xe,]h 2a-E[X,h] = 0,

e= l, ,n;h= 1, ,N.

Hence using (7.3) and the conditional independence of all Xi, j

(7.6) EsY-L'Xi,j1Y(1h, P)D1(9J, P) - 4'9k, P)]} + 't,h = cam

and as

(7.7) E[/(1h,1 )l(j, p)] = m2 + ah,jW, h,j- 1,h =j7

we get
n V

(7.8) E (i,hW + 2g,h p = b6hkW + aLm.
i=1 P,h

Hence

(7.9) =C, P.h[ k - Cei,h) W + O=M = )h

(where C is independent of e). Summing over the first index we get

(7.10) E ehi, - =E [h,k- E(i,h- W + am
z=1 V Lk. =e~13} em
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or

(7.11) i,h (I + = ii=l Pi.h aY_ bh, IV+ V V

or equivalently
n

_ Zi Pi,hW ~ -i Pi,h(7.12)
_ (Xi,h b..wh,k ± (.GM

(i =1t v + Yi Pi, h V + L i Pi,hW
from which

(7.13) n,e,h ~ h 6h, k + c
v + d Pi,hW v + Yi 1 Pi, hW

?' = 1, * *, n; h = 1, ,N.

Let us write P.h for Yff=, Pi,h* Then Xi,h xi,h = 1 yields

P.kW N ph(7.14) 1=+ Y_ cxm.
v + P.kW h=1 V + P.hW

Hence

v

(7.15) cxm
v + P.kw

Yn * h

v + P.hW

We finally get

P,', h

(7.16) te,h
kP,W 6h,k + V + PphW V

V + P-kW YN ___h V + P-kW
V + P.hW

and

(7.17 Y'k
_ OCihXi,h

P-.kW Z_ 1 'Pi,kXi,k
(7.17) 11k Z~j,i,h V + P.kW Elj=I P,k

+
h= Y-i Pi, h

rl

V + P.kW h(h=1[
or in shorter form

(7.18) P.kw X-k v X.-
V±+P.kW V±+P-kW
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with X. _ i Pi,k
Y-i Pi, k

(7.19) X = Zh FIhX.h
P-Zh

v + P.hW

Observe the very close relationship between (6.4) and (7.18). In the latter the
theoretical mean over the collective (which we denoted by m) is replaced by the
estimate X... Note, however, that our formula still involves the unknowns v and
w. (Actually only the proportion of the two plays a role.) We want to show in
the sequel how these quantities as well may be estimated from the observations
on ( = {Xi,j, i = 1, * , n; j = 1, N}.

8. Estimating v and w

We recall that v = E[la2(9, p)] and w = Var [p(,9, p)]. Intuitively v measures
the variability within each risk and w the variation between different risks. It is
hence natural to consider the following statistics V and W to estimate the two
above quantities

I N 1 n P
(a) NNh-In - v =Z P(.h( h X.h)

1 Pe, X21 NP-hX2
N(n - 1) Ph ,h N(n - 1) h1

with P.h = =1 Pf,h, 4h=1 P h = P, and X.h = Xz= Pe,hXe,h/P.h,
and

1 Pe, h I1 yPPe,hvX2' I1

(b) W = NN(n - 1) p(XP Nh - X) = h P N(n - 1)

withX = ,1hP(,hX6,h/P = n= P,hX-.lP-
Compute then

(a) N(n - I)E[V191, 192, ,N]= p /{1 (Oh, P) + p)}

e p {I ( 9h P Pe)+ h }

h=1 o(19hhp)
p h= 1
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(Observe that we have used Var [X.I9h] = UA, p)/P. h which follows from
our assumptions.)
Hence

(8.1) E[V] = E[P ( p)] v

On the other hand

{, h 2 2({hP).h(b) (nN - )E[WIl,91,92, IMN] Z '% 5 h P)
(-,h P ) h

N p N p2

= Z p- h(h p) *h 9(9h,
h=1 h\=1J

+ h(n2p.h)2( )

Hence

(8.2) (nN - l)E[w] = - (m + w) m _ , w (nN- 1) N-
n=1lP 1

or

(8.3) E[W] v + nN-1Z \ P)w
which we abbreviate

(8.4) E[W] = p +fw with ri = N- 1pPP

This leads to the linear equations

pv

(8.5) +
- + i =W

for the unbiased and consistent estimators v and-.

There is however one difficulty in using these estimates. The estimator w turns
out negative whenever W < V. This is indeed possible and we therefore modify
our estimates as follows: (1) If W > V choose the estimator as given by (8.5).
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(2) If W < V put w = 0, that is, use the credibility rating as for a homogeneous
collective

(8.6) = X =
Ppe, h

e, h

We believe this procedure to be reasonable in spite of the fact that it destroys the
unbiasedness of i*.
For a numerical example where this method of estimation is applied the

reader is referred to [4]. We give the results of the computations as presented
there. The data are shown in Table I. In the last row we have tabulated P-. h =

Z,Pf,h and X.h = Y-Pe,hXe,h/P.h. Using the estimates, formula (8.5), in Section
8 we get

(8.7) 209.0
(= 12. 1.

TABLE I

D)ATA FOR EXAMPLE OF THE METHO)D OF ESTIMATION

Risk h
1 2 3 4 6; 7

Yearrf P X P X P X P X P X P X P X

5 5 0(0 14 11.3 18 8.0 20 5.4 21 9.7 43 9.7 70 9.0
4 6 0.0 14 25.0 20 1.9 22 5.9 24 8.9 47 14.5 77 9.6
3 8 4.2 13 18.5 23 7.0 25 7.1 28 6.7 53 10.8 85 8.7
2 10 0.0 11 14.3 25 3.1 29 7.2 34 10.3 61 12.0 92 11.7
1 12 7.7 10 30.0 27 5.2 35 8.3 42 11.1 70 13.1 100 7.0

41 3.1 (62 19.5 113 5.0 131 7.0 149 9.5 274 12.1 424 9.2

On the basis of these values for i' and w we tabulate

the credibility factors Yh = p using formula (6.4),h
v ± P.hW

the average experience X.. - EIJhX.fh using formula (7.18), and

the credibility rating th = yhX.h + (1 -yh)X.. using formula (7.18).

The resulting estimates are shown in Table II. It is instructive to compare the last
two rows of the table, the credibility rating and the individual average experience.
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TAB1,E 11

RESULTING ESTIMATES

Risk h
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Yh (in %) 70.4 78.2 86.7 88.4 89.6 94.1 96.1
X.. 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4 9.4
luh 5.0 17.3 5.6 7.3 9.5 11.9 9.2
X.h 3.1 19.5 5.0 7.0 9.5 12.1 9.2
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